7 Site Tweaks to Get More
Dream Inquiries
F REE TRA I N I N G

welcome

Want More Ideal Clients?
T H E R E 'S SO ME E ASY STEP S YO U CA N TA K E TO DAY

S

o, you've got a contact form on your site. But, are
you hearing crickets? Or, maybe you're flooded with
inquiries, but none of them are the right fit?

You don't need to have a psych degree or be a coding
wizard to figure out who your “people” are and how to
win them over on your website.
I want to help you make some simple tweaks on your
site that pack a big punch. Inside this training, you'll
find 7 action steps you can take on your site to connect
with more of your dream clients.
And, the best part? You can get started on this checklist
today. So, bring up your site and let's get a plan together!

K ATH RYN D U CKE T T is a brand designer and strategist for creative entrepreneurs. She's been
delighted to work with clients of all sizes in her 7 years as a professional designer — from
award-winning wedding vendors to New York Times bestselling authors. She has a B.S.
in Graphic Design and Illustration ('09). She's designed dozens of branding systems and
publications, including Cottage Hill Magazine. She's a designer, speaker, and brand coach,
helping creative business owners grow more confident and heartfelt businesses. She lives
in Louisville, Kentucky with her husband Thomas where they are renovating their first
home.
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7 Site Tweaks to Get More Dream Inquiries
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overview

Assumption:
YOU H AV E A L REA DY TOTA L LY
STALK E D YO U R D REA M C L I EN TS

Y

ou’ve mapped out where they live
and what they eat for breakfast in
the morning. Ok, so maybe not
quite that creepy. But you should take
some time to explore in detail the type
of client you are attracting versus who
you want to attract to get the most out
of the 7 action steps in this guide.

Don’t stop at just saying you want to work
with a “high-end bride.” Get specific!

Don’t simply making a list of the things you

like. Your dream customer (most likely) doesn’t
have your expertise, budget, worries, or dreams.

Remember that the most irresistible services
fulfill specific needs and wants for a very specific
customer!

NEED HELP ? EMAIL ME ! HELLO@CREMEBRANDS.COM
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The most irresistible
services fulfill specific
needs and wants for a
very specific customer!

step 1

1

TA L K TO ON LY
ONE P E R SO N .

Go through all the copy
on your site. Ask: Am I
talking to everyone or
just my dream client?
Use the word “you.”
Show how your offerings
are the solution to
their problems!

For Example:

YOU DON’ T NEED MASS APPEAL

unless you are Walmart. And,
even though price is their
main distinction, Walmart is
still catering to a very specific
set of shopper values. What
values are you appealing to?
Does it connect personally to
your reader?

Use pronouns, not nouns!
Nix the words “clients,”
“brides,” “customers,” or
whatever catch all label you’re
currently using and instead say
“you.”

Highlight their problems
before sharing your solutions.
Make sure your headlines are
highlighting your people’s
dreams or pain points.

Share about your services in
language that makes sense to
people outside your industry.
Avoid jargon!

BEFORE

AFTER

“It’s an honor
to be part of our
couples’ big day.”

“It’s an honor
to be part of
your big day.”

WH Y IT D OESN’ T WORK : This leaves
your reader thinking “that’s nice.”
You’re talking to the air, and not to
anyone in particular.

WH Y IT WORKS: This makes your
reader think “wow, she's talking to
me!” and helps them begin to envision
themselves working with you.

BEFORE

AFTER

“First & foremost,
we are designers.
We’re obsessed with
the details, love a
great color palette,
and are addicted
to Photoshop.”

“We’re here to
help you make more
money. We obsess
over the details of
your story so we can
design something
meaningful.”

WH Y IT D OESN’ T WORK : Your reader
is busy and looking for a solution to
what ails them. This copy makes it all
about you, and your reader wants you
to show them how it’s about them!

WH Y IT WORKS: This makes it all
about your reader. You’re making your
reader feel heard before you’ve even
talked with them. You’re emphasizing
what’s important them.
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Ask: Am I talking
to everyone or just
my dream client?

step 2

2

T ELL T H E M
WH O YO U’R E
FOR & WH Y.

Put out into the world
what you want to get
back. Explain why you
create magic for your
clients. Add a section
to share more about
who is the best fit.

DON’ T MAKE PEOPLE GUESS

about who you work
with. Make it clear and
build excitement about
how incredible it is to be
part of your inner circle
of clients.

Create several brief
sections of your site to
explain to readers who
you work with.

Don’t just talk about
who your clients are,

show them. People love to
see other people, so be sure
to highlight pictures of your
clients alongside testimonials
and throughout your site. Be
careful to not just show your
products or craft, but show
them in the context of your
dream clients.

Add one field to your
contact form to help you
screen each inquiry to make
sure they are a good fit.

Action Items
STEP 1

Clarify any page
of your website that
may leave readers
guessing as to who
you work with.
STEP 2

Add a blurb on
philosophy, heart,
or your why to
your about page.
STEP 3

Dedicate one
page to telling
your dream client’s
story or key traits.
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Put out into the
world what you
want to get back.

step 3 & 4

3

T EL L T H E M WH E R E YO U A RE
A ND WH E R E YOU WO R K

Brand yourself as having a specific
niche. Include details about where your
business is based or where you currently
serve clients. This will improve SEO.
List where you
are based out of
somewhere on your
site, even if you work
with all remote or
destination clients.

List your niche or
geographic niche on
the footer of every

page and the areas
of the world you
focus on.

If there is a place
you want to work in,
but have not, make a
bucket list page with
these search terms
on it.

4

LO O K TH EM I N TH E EY E &
C O LO R C O O RD I N ATE

Freshen up your site with an updated
headshot where you’re looking at the
camera. Choose a shoot location and
outfit colors that tell your brand story.
Make eye contact.

Color is important!

It helps build a
connection with your
readers and increases
your conversion rate.

Wear something
that matches the feel
of your brand and
choose your location
intentionally.

Look natural. The
best headshots are
not stuffy, but show
off your personality
in a polished way.
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List your geographic
niche on the footer
of every page.

step 5

5

DON ’ T ST R ESS
T H E M O UT

If there’s a lot going
on your site, take a few
minutes to remove one or
two extraneous accents or
colors. A simpler site will
allow your work to shine.

LESS IS MORE, OR AT LEAST IT CAN

allow your reader to absorb
more. Give your reader’s
eye a place to rest, and don’t
try to cram every area of
your site with content or
graphic elements.

Whitespace will help
elevate your overall aesthetic,
and create a high-end look.
You can create a more
expensive brand just by adding
a little more breathing room.

Design Tips:
COLORS

FONTS

Use a custom palette
to brand your site,
but use restraint.

When in doubt,
stick with the
3 font rule.

WH Y IT WORKS: Make your site stand
out in a reader's mind with consistent
brand colors. A limited palette of 2-4
colors draws the eye to your content.

WH Y IT WORKS: Pairing fonts creates
a mood on your site. But, using too
many fonts can look unpredictable
and not as trustworthy.

Draw the eye in to savor
your work or products. Just
like at a museum, the focus
is not on the frame but on
the art itself. Make sure your
work is not overwhelmed by
unnecessary busyness.

Notice the size and weight
of different elements. Huge
social media icons, for
example, can make a site look
amateurish and draw the
eye away from your contact
button or other important
internal site links.

ACCENTS

HIERARCHY

Remove busy
background
images & clutter

Make your page
scannable with
emphasis

WH Y IT WORKS: A cleaner space allows
you to have a focal point. Save your
beautiful patterns for areas that are
not alongside photos or for collateral.

WH Y IT WORKS: Creating different
sized or weights of headlines in
addition to concise body copy & bullet
points allows readers to skim the page.

cremebrands.com
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A simpler site
will allow your
work to shine.

step 6

6

SHOW ON LY T H E
T YP E O F WO R K
YOU WAN T

Block out an afternoon
to go through your
portfolio. Ask: Is this
the type of work I want
to do in the future? If
not, update it with the
type of work you want.

NOT EVERY THING BELONGS

on your site. If you don't
want inquiries to contact
you looking for such and
such, then don't show it.

You don't have
to show everything.
Highlight nine of your
best galleries or projects.

ideal. Choose images to share
that fit with your business
goals and brand.

Make updating your
portfolio part of your work
flow or designate a time every
month to spend a few hours
freshening up your content.

Use your blog and
social media as a place to
highlight select parts of
projects that aren't your

Curating Tips
COMPOSITION

View images as
small thumbnails
to quickly select the
best compositions.
COLOR

Plan thumbnail
images of different
galleries so they
fit together in
color and feel.
FLOW

Order your stories
in a way that's
consistent and makes
it easy to navigate.
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If you don’t want inquiries to
contact you looking for such
and such, then don’t show it.

step 7

7

ASSUME T H E Y WAN T
TO WO R K WIT H YO U,
SO MAK E IT E ASY !

Make sure there is a super easy way to
contact you on every page (the footer
is usually a great spot) and double
check that all your social media links
are current.
Confidence breeds
confidence. Don’t
be a shrinking violet.
Put your calls to
action front & center.

Make sure your
contact form is not

too long. Shortening
contact forms
increases your site
conversion rate.

Include a link to
email you in addition
to a contact form.
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the checklist

7 SIT E T WE AKS TO G ET M O RE D REA M I N Q U I RI ES
1. Talk to only one person
FF Replace impersonal
words like “clients” or
“customers” with “you.”

FF Rewrite 3 key headlines
to highlight your people’s
dreams or pain points.

FF Simplify your explanations
to be clear and concise.
Remove any jargon.

2. Tell them who you're for & why
FF Make sure every page of
your website makes it clear
who you work with.

FF Add a blurb about your
philosophy, heart, or why
to your about page.

FF Create a page to share key
traits about your dream
client with readers.

3. Tell them where you are and where you work
FF List where you are based
out of on your site.

FF Add your geographic niche
to every page footer.

FF Make a bucket list page to
highlight destinations.

4. Look them in the eye & color coordinate
FF Make eye contact — look
straight at the camera.

FF Look natural & let your
personality come through.

FF Color coordinate your
outfit with your brand.

FF If your site feels busy,
remove a decorative
element or color.

FF Use consistent size
variation in text & buttons
to add emphasis.

5. Don't stress them out
FF If your site feels crowded,
add some more margin or
space between elements.

6. Show them only the type of work you want to do
FF Remove any work from
your site that you don’t
want to do in the future.

FF Consider whittling down
your galleries to only nine
of your very best.

FF Add updating your
portfolio to your work
flow for every project

7. Assume they want to work with you, so make it easy
FF Put your calls to action
front & center.

FF Shorten your contact form
if it has more than 8 fields.

FF Include a link to email you
directly on your site.

fill me in on your progress! @cremebrands

Want to define your
ideal client & reach them?
I would love help you write a mission statement and put
together an action plan for your brand in my 1-1 coaching
sessions or help you take your established business to the
next level with my in-depth branding + design process.

C OAC HI NG I NF O, PLE ASE !

BRANDING INFO, PLE ASE !

